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1. Introduction 
The CD-ROM “Epistolari d’Antoni M. Alcover (1880-1931)”, published in 2008, contains the complete 
transcription of the Majorcan lexicographer’s personal correspondence between 1880 and 1931. Alcover kept 16,005 
documents, which include letters, postcards, visiting cards and other written materials, 638 of which were written by 
himself (drafts, copies or letters that he perhaps never intended to send). Although the correspondence is in Catalan, 
Castilian, German, French, Italian, English, Latin, Occitan, Galician and Esperanto, the Catalan language dominates 
with 10,456 documents (65.3 %). The number of letters written in other languages is as follows: Spanish (4,363), 
German (399), French (236) Italian (136), English, (48) Latin (26), Occitan (14), Galician (2) and Esperanto (2). 
Besides its intrinsic interest, until now this corpus has been useful for studying the linguistic interference between 
Catalan and Castilian and also for looking at some dialectal traits in verb morphology in usage at the beginning of 
the 20th century. 
 
This paper shows how the CD-ROM can help to analyse linguistic variation throughout the more than 5 million 
words of the corpus of correspondence (3,529,159 of them different). In this case, we are paying special attention to 
the lexicon, particularly to cases of any linguistic contact, loanwords and language shift appearing over this period 
of fifty years, primarily between Spanish and Catalan (fallo, barato, etc.), and French and Catalan (comitè, turisme, 
etc.), and secondarily between Italian and Catalan (aquarel·la, cicerone, etc.), and English and Catalan (tròlei, túnel, 
etc.). The words are first classified and the processes of importation, graphic adaptation and meaning transfer are 
then analysed. 
2. The computerisation of the correspondence 
The first stage in the computerization, which began in 2006, involved the scanning and the transcription of the 
letters, which are kept in the Arxiu del Regne de Mallorca (Legacy Alcover-Moll). Once transcribed, checked and 
compared with the original ones, the letters were entered into an ad hoc database for classification. The information 
required was linked to the name of the author, the date and the place of origin, the number of the box and the 
document, the language used, the type (letters, postcards, visiting cards, etc.), the description written on the 
envelope or folder, the size, the possible problems that the letter might present (e.g., when the date, the author or the 
addressee were unknown, etc.).1 
 
All the aforementioned characteristics are searchable. Next, the transcription of the document was entered into the 
program, faithfully reproducing the original text. For a more complete indexing, the transcribed text was subjected 
to three types of marking: from personal names, place names and keywords, which helps to carry out very specific 
searches. 
 
In the search screen, documents are classified alphabetically by author or by point of origin. Further searches 
applying different criteria are also possible: by subject, language, keywords, and for words and sentences included 
in the document. This possibility allows us to develop a range of linguistic studies based on lexicon, morphology, 
syntax, and discourse analysis, etc. 
3. The correspondence as linguistic information provider 
Taking into account that some of the authors who wrote letters to Alcover were his collaborators on the project 
that he carried out in order to collect materials for the future Diccionari català-valencià-balear (which is called 
‘Work of the Dictionary’) it is logical that many letters include linguistic information. In fact, this sort of letters can 
 
 
1 See Perea (2009) and Perea (2010) for detailed information regarding the correspondents, the correspondents’ professions, sex, time span, points 
of origin, typology of the documents, languages used in the correspondence, topics of the letters, etc. 
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be accessed from the search screen, since such documents were tagged when they were entered into the database. 
Thus, in the search screen, if we choose the label “Subject” and tab <Estudis sobre la llengua> ‘Studies on language’ 
is chosen, 507 documents containing linguistic data appear, sent by different correspondents. They sent wordlists 
from their area or region, data related to phonetics, specific vocabulary (paper mills, farming, cattle, etc.), suffixed 
forms, different aspects of nominal or verbal morphology, lists of name places and personal names, and certain 
semantic details. 
 
This data can be complemented by accessing other tags: <Informacions sobre la llengua> ‘Linguistic 
information’, which in turn provides interesting information about sociolinguistic attitudes; <Collaboració en 
l’‘Obra del Diccionari’> ‘Collaboration in the ‘Work of the Dictionary’, which accounts for numerous 
methodological aspects; and also <Atlas Lingüístic> ‘Linguistic Atlas’, which includes data on tasks related to the 
failed Atlas Lingüístic de Catalunya, started by Alcover and Antoni Griera. 
4. The correspondence as dialectal solutions provider 
In addition to the explicit linguistic information included by the correspondents themselves, the correspondence 
offers a rich source if implicit dialectal material, since their authors come from different parts of the Catalan 
linguistic domain, and in the specific case of the collaborators, Alcover insisted that letters were written using their 
own dialect. This information can be obtained by performing a search through the point of origin of a letter, bearing 
in mind, however, that this data is not fully representative, or by cross-referencing the author’s name with the list of 
collaborators that Alcover wrote down. In this case we know exactly where they are from.2 
 
For example, in letters of collaborators of the Balearic Islands interesting verb morphology samples connected 
with present subjunctive forms in -iga can found in the letters of the Ibizan priest Vicent Serra Orvay: càntiga 
(Standard Catalan canti ‘I sing’), estímiga (St. Cat. estimi ‘I love’), tàpiga (St. Cat. tapi ‘I cover’) adòbiga (St. Cat.  
adobi ‘I mend’), furàdiga (St. Cat. foradi ‘I pierce’), màtiga (St. Cat. mati ‘I kill’). 
 
Particular linguistic aspects can be studied from certain searches in the transcriptions. Thus, for example, the use 
of the unstressed possessives of first person ‘my’ (mon, mos-mons) can be compared with the corresponding stressed 
ones (el/lo/es meu- els/los/es/sos meus) (see Table 1). A preliminary observation of the results reveals that the 
unstressed possessives, currently limited in some dialects to naming members of the family, had a broader scope of 
use, at least in the written record in the early twentieth century. This could be connected with the writing models 
proposed in the Renaissance (the Catalan “Renaissance”). 
 
Table 1. Catalan unstressed possessives vs. stressed possessives in the correspondence. 
 
Mon: mon poder ‘my power’, mon desitx ‘my 
desire’, mon company ‘mi partner’, mon nom ‘mi 
name’, mon poble ‘my village’, mon proposit ‘my 
purpose’, mon cambi ‘my change’, mon trevall ‘my 
work’, mon cor ‘my heart’, mon oncle ‘my oncle’, 
mon germà ‘my brother’. 
Mos: mos compañys ‘my partners’, mos amichs 
‘my friends’, mos tremolosos peus ‘my 
trembling feet’, mos ulls ‘mis eyes’, mos estudis 
‘my studies, mos dits ‘my fingers’, mos coneguts 
‘my acquaintances’, mos sentiments ‘my 
sentiments’, mos versos ‘my verses’, mos pares 
‘my parents’, mos germans ‘my brothers’. 
Meu: al meu entorn ‘about me’, el meu inten ‘my 
attempt’, el meu treball ‘my work’, es meu costum 
‘my habit’, lo meu germà ‘my brother’, el meu 
silenci ‘my silence’, lo meu cor ‘my heart’, lo meu 
Meus: los meus companys ‘my partners’, es meus 
amichs ‘my friends’, es meus dits ‘my fingers’, 
sos meus treballs ‘my work’, els meus disgusts 
‘my dislikes’, els meus companyeros ‘my 
 
 
2 This information is included at the Alcover website (alcover.iec.cat). 
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nom ‘my name’, lo meu caracte ‘my character’, lo 
meu gran dolor ‘my great sorrow’. 
partners’, los meus coloboradors ‘my 
collaborators’, los meus ensaigs ‘my essays’, los 
meus datos ‘my data’, los meus estudis ‘my 
studies’. 
 
Regarding the dialect lexicon, the word tocom is noteworthy. This word has been neglected in both etymological 
dictionaries of reference, the Diccionari català-valencià-balear (DCVB), by Antoni M. Alcover and Francesc de B. 
Moll, and the Diccionari etimològic i complementari de la llengua catalana (DECLC), by Joan Coromines, 3 since it 
is considered an invented word. 4 However, the correspondence includes a comment from a correspondent from 
Gerona, Camil Geis Parragueras, a writer and musician, who wrote in 1919: “Tocóm. Aquesta paraula es ben viva 
en la comarca d’Olot ab el significat de lloc v. g. ¿On es fulano? -D'algun tocom deu sé. En igual sentit la sóm 
sentida en la comarca gironina, encar que, només, entre’ls pagesos”; that is to say, tocom means “place” and was 
used only by peasants from Gerona, in particular the town of Olot. Therefore, this observation suggests some use of 
this word from the perspective of the dialects. Currently, despite the views of the authors of etymological 
dictionaries, tocom appears in the standard dictionary (DIEC2), adopting a poetic use.5 
 
Besides dialectal solutions, the correspondence also includes educated words such as fotocopia ‘photocopy’ (with 
the precursor meaning of copy of a photograph), termómetro ‘thermometer’ (which does not follow the pattern of 
the Catalan termòmetre but the Spanish one), vacació ‘holiday’ (which has recently been replaced by the word 
vacances), vernácula ‘vernacular’ (St. Cat. vernacla) and triumf ‘triumph’, which coexists with triunf (St. Cat. 
triomf). The spelling to be applied to this word has aroused considerable controversy among the authors of the 
DCVB, supporters of triumf, and Coromines, who chose triomf, adopted also by the standard language. 
Quantitatively, the correspondence includes 6 forms of triumf, 9 of triunf, 11 of triunfo, 9 of triumfo, 6 of trionf and 
41 of triomf. There are also neologisms, which follow the pattern of the Spanish; e.g. sulfato (St. Cat. sulfat). 
5. The study of language contact in the lexicon 
One aspect that can be studied more easily in the correspondence is the lexicon. As is common in Catalan, 
Spanish, as the result of a long linguistic coexistence, is one of the languages which has offered more loanwords 
over the centuries. In this paper loanwords that appear in the letters are detected, and it is noticeable that the 19th 
and 20th centuries were a favourable period for words entering into Catalan, through an import process by which 
complete lexical-semantic units are transferred. 
 
 
 
3 If not stated otherwise, all references to Coromines belong to DECLC.  
4 The DCVB regards tocom as “Lloc, indret (segons Fabra Dicc. Gen.). Aquest mot hauria d'esborrar-se del diccionari normatiu, perquè en 
realitat no existeix. Vogel Dicc. va ser el primer que li atribuí el significat de ‘lloc’ («Ort, Punkt»). Labèrnia-S. Dicc., en canvi, posà tocom com a 
pronom indefinit amb el significat de «algo, quelcom» (encara més absurd que l'altre). El mot tocom fou inventat inconscientment per un o alguns 
escriptors (Guerau de Liost, Carner, Ruyra), que sentiren dir a la gent del nord de Catalunya frases com «anar ontocom», «venir d'ontocom», i les 
interpretaren com si fossin «anar a un tocom» o «venir d’un tocom» (puix que l'adverbi ontocom es pronuncia untukóm, amb una síl·laba inicial 
un- que es pot confondre amb l'article indefinit)”. Es de la misma opinión Coromines, quien indica que es “justíssim, ben conegut, i suficient, el 
que diu d'aquest mot fantasma el DCVB, valdria més esborrar-lo del tot del DFA, car tampoc no és exacte que tingui real existència dialectal, i 
els mateixos escriptors que l'havien usat hi renunciaren, en adonar-se del malentès que havia donat naixença a un terme tan superflu i inútil”. 
[“Place (according to Fabra Dicc. Gen.). This word should be deleted from the standard dictionary, because it does not exist. Vogel Dicc. was the 
first who gave it the meaning of ‘place’ (“Ort, Punkt”). Labèrnia-S. Dicc. instead included tocom as indefinite pronoun to mean ‘something’ 
(even more absurd than the other). The word tocom was invented unconsciously by some writers (Guerau de Liost, Carner, Ruyra), who heard 
people of northern Catalonia using expressions such as “anar ontocom” ‘going to some place’, “venir d’ontocom” ‘coming from some place’ and 
they were interpreted as if they were «anar a un tocom» or «venir d’un tocom» (since the adverb ontocom was pronounced untukóm, with an 
initial syllable un-, which can be mistaked with the indefinite article]”. Coromines shares the same opinion and states that “what the DCVB says 
of this ghost word is correct, well known, and sufficient, and it would be better to delete completely from the DFA [Diccionari by Fabra, 1917], 
since it is not certain that it has a real dialect existence, and the writers themselves who had used it gave up, because they realized the 
misunderstanding that created such a superfluous and useless word.] 
5 “m. En el llenguatge poètic, lloc, indret”. [In poetry, place.] 
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This sample includes 135 words used by different correspondents, which come from languages different from 
Catalan. We can say that the provenance is not always clear. The two lexicographical sources that refer to Catalan 
etymology, the DCVB and the DECLC, do not always agree on the origins of words, especially in relation to 
language transmission. The following terms are grouped according to their origin (Spanish, French, English, Italian, 
and other languages of unknown origin), and the most relevant words are discussed. 
5.1. Spanish 
The highest number of words (62) come from Spanish, and most of them, accepted or not, are still used today: 
abonar*6 ‘to pay’, acapara* ‘to hoard’, barato* ‘cheap’, barricada ‘barricade’, bombo ‘ostentation’, buzón7 (St. 
Cat. bústia) ‘mailbox’, caldo ‘broth’, carnaval ‘carnival’, cupo (St. Cat. contingent) ‘quota’, fallo* (St. Cat. 
sentència) ‘judgment’, grup ‘group’, intrigar* ‘to intrigue’, jaqué ‘morning coat’, levita ‘frock-coat’, premura (St. 
Cat. pressa) ‘haste’, prestam (St. Cat.  préstec) ‘loan’, puestos* (St. Cat. llocs) ‘places’, quefatura (St. Cat. direcció, 
prefectura) ‘headquarters’, quefe (St. Cat. cap) ‘chief’, quento (St. Cat. conte) ‘story’, requissa* (St. Cat. requisar) 
‘to indent for’, retrassa (St. Cat. retardar) ‘to delay’, robo (St. Cat. robatori) ‘robbery’, rotul* (St. Cat. rètol) ‘sign’, 
sacudides (St. Cat. batzegada) ‘jolting’, sainet ‘farce’, siquera or sisquera (St. Cat. almenys) ‘at least’, sulfato (St. 
Cat. sulfat) ‘sulfate’, sust* (St. Cat. ensurt) ‘fright’, tamany (St. Cat. mida) ‘size’, tantejar (St. Cat. temptejar) ‘to 
probe’, terremoto (St. Cat. terratrèmol) ‘earthquake’, tocino* (St. Cat. porc) ‘pig’, tonelade (St. Cat. tona) ‘tonne’, 
tracto (St. Cat. tracte) ‘treatment’, tramoies ‘stage machineries’, tuno (St. Cat. bergant) ‘rascal’, tuntada* (St. Cat. 
beneiteria) ‘foolishness’, tunteria (St. Cat. beneiteria) ‘foolishness’, vanidós (St. Cat. vanitós) ‘vain’, veneno (St. 
Cat. verí) ‘poison’, veniders (St. Cat. venidor) ‘forthcoming’, ventanal* (St. Cat. finestral) ‘picture window’, 
ventatja (St. Cat. avantatge) ‘advantage’, veraneig (St. Cat. estiueig) ‘summer holiday’, veranejant (St. Cat. 
estiuejant) ‘vacationer’, verbossejar (St. Cat. xerrar) ‘to chatter’, verosímil (St. Cat. versemblant) ‘plausible’, 
vertides (St. Cat. abocades) ‘waste’, vertigs (St. Cat. vertígens) ‘dizziness’, veterano (St. Cat. veterà) ‘veteran’, 
xamusquina (St. Cat. socarrada) ‘burning’, xanxullo* (St. Cat. tripijoc) ‘fiddle’, xaripa (= xiripa) (St. Cat. xamba) 
‘flash in the pan’, xasco (St. Cat. moc, miquel) ‘letdown’, xavacà (St. Cat. vulgar) ‘vulgar’, xino (St. Cat. xinès) 
‘Chinese’, xisme (St. Cat. xafarderia) ‘gossip’, xismós (St. Cat. xafarder) ‘rumourmonger’, xispa* (St. Cat. espurna) 
‘spark’, xistes (St. Cat. acudits) ‘joke’, and xupar (St. Cat. llepar, xuclar) ‘to suck’. 
 
Some of these words have already been incorporated into the standard variety. This is the case of sainet and 
tramoia, from a clear Spanish origin; of abonar, derived from French and assimilated into Catalan through Spanish 
(cf. DCVB s.v. 2abonar). In other cases of already accepted loanwords, there are many doubts about what is the 
original language and the go-between language: we are talking about acapara*, which according to Coromines, has 
an Italian origin and has come to Catalan via French, and has not got a Spanish origin, as assumed in the DCVB; 
about barricada, again from French, according to Coromines, and not Spanish, according to the DCVB; about 
bombo; and about caldo, recently accepted into the standard language. Carnaval and grup are considered by the 
DCVB of Spanish origin while Coromines considers them to be Italian. Also with regard to intriga*, Coromines saw 
an Italian origin and considered that this word came to Catalan via first French and then Spanish. Beside the need to 
distinguish between simple transmission and complex transmission, following Claveria (1991: 47), one can see that 
Coromines does not usually admit the direct lexical transference from the Spanish. It is what happens with xaripa (a 
variant of xiripa) (St. Cat. xamba), which Coromines argues it has an uncertain origin and criticizes the opinion of 
the DCVB, which considers it a word from Spanish that probably came from South America. However, often many 
words that have a certain etymological origin enter Catalan via Spanish; this happens with jaqué and levita. 
 
Some words from the list are considered unacceptable Castilianisms. These cases are copies form the Spanish, 
 
 
6 The asterisk indicates that there is more than one occurrence of the word or that this word has derivative forms. 
7 Original spellings are kept, since they are representative concerning the future graphic adaptation to the standard variety.  
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such as buzón, often adapted to the Catalan phonetics and recently replaced by bústia; 8 cupo, fallo, premura, robo, 
terremoto, tocino*, tracto, tuno, veneno, verosímil, veterano, ventanal* and xino.9 The origin of barato goes back to 
the seventeenth century. 
 
Some Castilianisms can be adapted phonetically, from the point of view of the vocalism (puestos*, quento, 
siquera o sisquera, tuntada*, tunteria), and they are pronounced, according to the dialect, with or without vowel 
reduction; and from the point of view of the consonantism (quefatura y quefe, which show the frequent substitution 
of the sound [x] of Castilian, non-existent in Catalan, by [k]; requissa*, retrassa, tantejar, ventatja, veraneig, 
veranejant, verbossejar). Certain words tend to adapt to Catalan losing the final -o: prestam, rotul*, sust*, tamany, 
vanidós, veniders, vertigs. 
 
Other Castilianisms adapted phonetically are xamusquina, xanxullo*, xasco, xavacà, xisme, xismós, xispa*, 
xistes, xupar, where the initial Castilian ch- is replaced by the fricative [ʃ], as shown in the above examples. In some 
cases, there is an attempt at spelling adaptation in the plural form: sacudides, tonelade, vertides. 
 
Interestingly, a remarkable number of these words were incorporated into oral Catalan throughout the nineteenth 
century, and it was precisely in this century that they were documented in the dictionaries, especially in the various 
editions of Labèrnia (1840, 1888), in the unfinished Diccionario by Balari and in the Diccionari Aguiló (1914-
1934), and in turn they were recorded in the literary language of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. 
5.2. French 
There are 42 words from French in the correspondence: amateur, ampers ‘ampere’, billar ‘billiards’, bloc 
‘notepad’, blusa-brusa (St. Cat. brusa) ‘blouse’, bombons ‘confectionery’, carnet ‘ID card’, carpeta ‘folder’, 
clareboia* (St. Cat. claraboia) ‘skylight’, cliche* (St. Cat. clixé), comitè ‘committee’, complot ‘plot’, conserge* 
‘concierge’, cotisa* (St. Cat. cotitzar) ‘to quote’, croquis ‘sketch’, cupó ‘coupon’, entrenarse* (St. Cat. entrenar-se) 
‘to train’, esplotar* (St. Cat.  explotar) ‘to exploit’, etiqueta* ‘label’, gabatx* (St. Cat. gavatx) ‘Frenchy (frog)’, 
galletas* ‘biscuits’, garantir ‘to guarantee’, grip* ‘influenza’, hotel*, jacquard, maniquís ‘mannequin’, moda 
‘fashion’, obús ‘artillery shell’, remercia (St. Cat. agrair) ‘to thank’, resorts (St. Cat. ressort) ‘spring (suspension)’, 
restaurant, rutina ‘routine’, targeta ‘card’, tourista* (St. Cat. turista) ‘tourist’, tren ‘train’, trinxera ‘trench’, 
veritable* ‘veritable’, viable* ‘viable’, vitrines ‘showcase’, voga ‘vogue’, xofers* ‘chauffeurs’ and xovinismes 
‘chauvinism’. 
 
Most of these words were included in the DIEC2, in some cases with formal alterations. However, the neologism 
amper and the Gallicism remercia, which was considered by Coromines as “dolent” ‘wrong’, are not found in this 
dictionary. According to this author, remercia has to be replaced by “regraciar, donar gràcies” ‘to thank’. In general, 
these words were taken in recently, with graphic adaptation or not, as amateur, billar (Fr. billard), bloc (bloc), 
blusa–brusa (blouse), bombons (bombon), carnet, cliche* (cliché), comitè (comité), complot, conserge* (concierge), 
cotisa* (cotiser),10 croquis, cupó (coupon), esplotar* (exploiter), etiqueta* (étiquette), galletas* (galette), garantir, 
grip* (grippe), hotel* (hôtel), jacquard, maniquís11 (mannequin), obus (est. obús), resorts (ressort), rutina (routine), 
targeta (targette), tren (train), viable*, vitrines, xofers* (chauffeur), xovinismes (an adaptation of the personal name 
Nicolas Chauvin), a remarkable number of which appear in the various editions of the dictionary by Labèrnia (1839, 
1964, 1888) and in the dictionary by Esteve, Belvitges and Juglà (1803-1805). 
 
 
8 See Mariner’s statement (1953) concerning buzón: “bussón. El purismo bústia, no empleado jamás, fuera de frases en que precisamente se 
ironiza la intención de introducirlo”. [“bussón. The purism bústia was never used except in phrases which had the ironical intention of using it”.] 
9 In the 1950s, Mariner (1953) states that the educated word xinès was unknown in Catalan. 
10 The word cotisar included in the correspondence also appears in the 1888 edition of the dictionary by Labèrnia. The standard solution is 
cotitzar. 
11 Maniquí, of Dutch origin, entered Catalan through French, and from Catalan was transmitted to Spanish. See Coromines (DECH), s.v. maniquí.  
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Other loanwords are older: clareboia*12 (claire-voie), moda (mode), trinxera (tranchée). Coromines documents 
the word gabatx* in the mid-seventeenth century, initially applied to Occitan, and the DCVB considers that its 
etymology is uncertain, possibly a derivative of the toponym Gave. 
 
Moreover, Coromines considers that there is no reason to condemn the word restaurant as a Gallicism, as we can 
read in the DCVB. However, it appears that this is its origin. There is also disagreement about veritable*, whose 
etymological origin from French is denied by Coromines. He also considers that entrenarse* really comes from 
English (to train) and it has been moved into Catalan through French (entraîner). As for tourista*, Coromines 
disagrees with the DCVB, which shows its French origin (touriste); he states that this word comes from English 
(tour), from which the derivatives tourism and tourist were formed. 
 
Finally, also in relation to the lexical transfers, Coromines says that carpeta has its origins in the Italian carpita, 
which switched to English carpet and then to the French carpette and from this it came to Catalan. 
5.3. English 
The correspondence includes 15 words of English origin: boicotejat ‘boycotting’, folk-lore*, fot-ball* (St. Cat. 
futbol), frach (St. Cat. frac) ‘frock-cout’, intervius ‘interview’, miting (St. Cat. míting) ‘meeting’, reporter, revolver 
(St. Cat. revòlver), tiquets ‘ticket’, tranvia* (St. Cat. tramvia) ‘tramway’, trolley (St. Cat. tròlei) ‘trolley’, tunel 
‘tunnel’, txec (St. Cat. xec) ‘cheque’, yacht (St. Cat. iot) and yanquis–yanquees (St. Cat. ianqui). 
 
As in French, and as happens also in the next grouping in relation to Italian, some loanwords come from proper 
names: e.g., boicotejat is derived from boycotting, whose origin is the surname Boycott (Captain Charles Boycott). 
Some words have been adopted without adapting graphically because they did not formally transgress the 
syllabic structure of Catalan: reporter (Eng. reporter), revolver (revolver). 
 
Others words underwent some adaptations, to different degrees, to the Catalan spelling, which tends in general to 
reproduce the spelling but not the pronunciation: tranvia* (tramway), trolley (St. Cat. tròlei). However, there are 
samples of certain adjustments that try to reflect the pronunciation: intervius (interview), miting (meeting), txec 
(check), tiquets (ticket), tunel (tunnel). 
 
Recent loanwords appear in the letters reproducing the original spelling or showing some hesitation: trolley, 
yacht, yanquis–yanquees (yankee), which the standard language modifies later on. 
 
Hyphenated compounds are often documented, but later this use disappears: folk-lore* (folklore), fot-ball* 
(football). 
 
As for frach, there are discrepancies between the DCVB, which supposes that the word comes from the German 
frack, while Coromines believes that its origin is the English frock, and went to the Catalan via the French frac. 
 
Most examples are mainly adapted neologisms throughout the nineteenth century. 
 
 
12 See Colón (2003). 
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5.4. Italian 
Twelve Italianisms are documented in the correspondence: aquarela (St. Cat.  aquarel·la) ‘watercolour’, berlina 
‘sedan’, bust ‘bust’, cantata, caricatura* ‘caricature’, cicerone, comparsa* ‘band’, garibaldines (St. Cat. garibaldí 
ina) ‘coat’, pantalons ‘trousers’, pedant ‘pedantic’, and saldo ‘balance’. 
 
The word berlina does not have the meaning of car in the correspondence, but it is included in the expression 
“posar en berlina”, with the meaning of ‘make a fool of someone’. This expression is not included in the DIEC2, but 
is in the DCVB. It is not stated that it is a Castilianism, although is also documented in Spanish (see DRAE). 
 
In most cases, words appear in the above-mentioned Catalan nineteenth-century dictionaries: aquarela (It. 
aquarella), bust (busto), caricatura*, cicerone, comparsa*, pantalons (Pantalone), pedant (pedante), saldo. 
 
In the correspondence, garibaldines (derived from Giuseppe Garibaldi) refers to the piece of clothing, but in the 
DIEC2 this definition is included in the entry garibaldí ina, as if it were an adjective. 
5.5. Words from other languages 
There are three words whose origin is different from the languages indicated so far: dolmen*, which comes from 
Low Breton (DCVB) or Cornish (Coromines), was formed by archaeologist Legrand d’Anny in the late 18th 
century. 
 
Kiosch (St. Cat. quiosc) ‘kiosk’, from Turkish, has joined Catalan via French or Spanish. 
 
Finally, the word xocolata* ‘chocolate’, documented in Catalan in the late 17th century and taken from the Aztec 
(chocolatl) through Spanish, shows different spellings, changes of gender and pronunciation according to the 
dialects: xocolate, xecolati, xicolata, etc. as happens in Catalan with similar loanwords (tomàquet ‘tomato’: el 
tomàquet, la tomata, la tomàtiga). 
5.6. Words of unknown origin 
Together with xaripa ‘flash in the pan’, gabatx ‘Frenchy (frog)’ and xavacá ‘vulgar’, whose origin is not 
absolutely clear, we must add the word trifulca ‘roughouse’ (cf. Coromines, DCELC. s.v. trifulca), documented in 
the nineteenth century both in Castilian and Catalan, in this case also with the form trifulga, which can be found in 
the correspondence as well. 
6. Conclusions 
In addition to the documentary, social and historical values of Alcover’s correspondence, its linguistic value is 
noteworthy. On the one hand, it is a source of dialectal forms and, on the other hand, it shows evidence of lexical 
forms in use in the period that it covers. Based, for example, on the first documentations, Coromines refers to forms 
that appear in dictionaries of the 19th and 20th centuries, but it is known that these words were already commonly 
used in speech or writing. Correspondences, therefore, although written, can also provide samples of oral language 
and can be excellent resources to establish first documentations, leaving aside the simple intuitions of 
lexicographers. 
 
Thus, the word xec ‘check’, first included in the Diccionari ortogràfic by Fabra in 1917, already appears in the 
correspondence in a letter of 1912 with the txec spelling. The same applies to revolver ‘revolver’, documented in 
1919 in a literary work, but already present in a letter of 1910. The word turista ‘tourist’ (written in epistolary as 
tourista) first appears in Catalan in 1905 in the Diccionari by Bulbena; however, the correspondence includes it in a 
letter of 1898. The derivative turisme is found in a letter of 1909. Similarly, the use of correspondence regarding the 
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word yacht, which keeps the original English spelling and is documented in the Diccionari ortogràfic in 1917, 
allows us to bring forward its first documentation to 1899. Coromines recalls that around 1915 this word was 
already used in Catalan. 
 
Coromines does not document the word míting ‘meeting’ but he believes that there were already mítings in 
Barcelona in 1900. The letter of correspondence that includes the term is dated in 1908. The same can be applied to 
comitè ‘committee’, which appeared in 1917, although Coromines states that this word was already used in 1870. 
The correspondence documents it in 1905. Futbol ‘football’ has appeared in the correspondence since 1911 with 
different spellings (fot-ball, futbol, fotbellistes) and confirms Coromines’ assertion that the word was usual and no 
recent around 1912. 
 
In other cases, the correspondence allows us to verify the actual use of the words. Coromines, for example, states 
that the English loanword interviu ‘interview’ was used until after 1920 in the feminine gender. However, the word 
appears with the masculine form in a letter of 1906: “amb uns quants d’intervius mallorquins”. 
 
The word vacacions ‘holidays’ is documented in the Diccionari de barbrismes by Careta Vidal in 1901, used 
mainly in contrast to the standard vacances. In the correspondence, vacacions appears already in 1885. 
 
Finally, the word “posar en berlina”, ‘make a fool of someone’, appears documented in 1892 in the poetry of Pere 
d’Alcantara Penya, according to the DCVB. In the correspondence, this expression is found in a letter written by 
Alcover in 1883. Coromines also discourages the use of the educated word vernàcula ‘vernacular’, which has been 
used by many journalists since 1924, according to his Lleures i converses d’un filòleg (53-54). In the 
correspondence vernàcula appears in a letter of 1920. 
 
There are still many aspects to explore in this correspondence: the study of many syntactic aspects of Catalan 
also from the point of view of the linguistic interference between Catalan and Spanish, considering some questions 
connected with the discourse analysis as well. In order to exploit this material we will proceed in the future to 
tagging and publishing on the Internet. This new format will help to add new letters written or received by the same 
the author, which are not in the Alcover-Moll legacy. 
 
It is now relatively common, both in conventional descriptive dictionaries and etymological ones, to use non-
literary materials for obtaining lexical and semantic information and first documentations. Notably, 70 of the 135 
analysed words correspond to lexical or semantic innovations, mostly from English, French and Italian, some of 
which were introduced through Spanish and entered the Catalan in the mid-nineteenth or early twentieth centuries. 
 
Given the numerous different opinions among etymologists, some already detected in this study regarding the 
origin of loanwords, correspondences can provide relevant information regarding words’ appearance, their transfer 
processes, the ways of lexical innovation and their current use. Nowadays, various grammatical studies based on 
these sources (see e.g. Palander-Collin, 1999; Bax, 2002; and, more recently, Henstra, 2014) have been published. 
From this perspective, grouping similar materials in a large collective corpus of correspondence will offer many 
opportunities for their exploitation from the different fields of linguistics analysis. 
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